We study the evolution of charmonia as they collide with the constituents of the fireball produced in high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. The latter evolves in a manner controlled by the equation of state as given by lattice QCD, and is constructed in such a way that the observed hadronic spectra are correctly reproduced. A kinetic description of charmonium interactions with both quark-gluon and hadronic degrees of freedom allows us to study in detail the evolution in different regimes, controlled by collision energy, kinematics, and geometry. The data collected at the CERN-SPS accelerator are well described and new estimates for J / production at BNL-RHIC are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The very first suggestion to study J / production and suppression in heavy-ion collisions [1] was based on a twofold observation: First, the energy density accumulated in such collisions is expected to be high enough that the medium formed in the collision presumably undergoes a transition from hadronic matter to a quark-gluon plasma (QGP). Second, J / is bound essentially by the confinement force which, when screened in the QGP, loses its binding character. Produced J / s dissolve and their charm quarks end up in pairs of D mesons. The expectation is therefore that the J / production cross section is suppressed in a hot and dense environment as compared with extrapolations from protonproton ͑pp͒ collisions.
Indeed, lattice simulations [2] indicate that QCD with ͑2 +1͒ flavors undergoes a transition at a temperature of about 170 MeV [3] from a confined hadronic phase to a phase where quarks and gluons constitute the relevant active degrees of freedom. The possible existence of this new state of matter has raised enormous interest, and the search for experimental evidence of its creation continues since about 20 years. Yet there is still no unambiguous proof that the QGP has been produced in the laboratory. A primary reason for this is that any QGP signature, including J / suppression, is folded with the time evolution of the fireball created in such a collision. Moreover, the evolution continues after the supposedly produced plasma undergoes a transition from partonic to hadronic degrees of freedom. Any information on the early stage is then hidden behind signals from the hadronic phase. Finally, the most important uncertainty is perhaps the poor knowledge of the process of thermalization. The particularly interesting case of J / suppression is thus subject of a vigorous experimental search and theoretical debate. The first systematic signs of suppression [4] were later on explained by more conventional mechanisms [5] , already present in proton-nucleus ͑pA͒ reactions. Only with the beginning of the experimental search using Pb+ Pb collisions the first signals of anomalous suppression, beyond extrapolations from pA collisions, were seen [6] .
While much phenomenology has been developed in order to explain the latest SPS data [7] , it is still debated whether or not anomalous suppression can be attributed to QGP formation. In fact, realistic models can be constructed which incorporate well known nuclear effects such as initial state gluon radiation [8] , color excitation [9] , initial state parton energy loss [10] and coherence effects [11] [12] [13] [14] . All of these can potentially account for the observed data because they provide the necessary non-linear dependence on the number of participating particles which becomes significant only when going beyond pA collisions.
In view of the uncertainties inherent in the construction of models which consider such effects, we attempt an approach to the problem which maximizes the number of independent physical constraints. The usual strategy is to attribute the missing suppression to medium effects, exclusively designed to handle the J / case alone. For this procedure to be conclusive one needs a very reliable baseline for the description of the production process. Here we adopt a different and novel perspective and make use of the knowledge of the medium evolution as inferred by a variety of other observables. We then explore whether the same description is consistent with the observed J / measurements. We stress that this is possible because the specific time evolution of the medium is not constructed or fitted in order to reproduce the J / suppression effect, but it is constrained beforehand by other independent data.
We treat charmonium production in nucleus-nucleus ͑AB͒ collisions as a two-step process, factorizing direct production from the subsequent evolution in the medium. The first part includes the conventional description [16] of nuclear effects within the Glauber model framework, with values of the absorption cross section either extrapolated from the suppression observed experimentally already in pA collisions, or fitted to reproduce the results of more sophisticated computations [14, 15] . The second part is a description within kinetic theory of the interaction of J / s with the different degrees of freedom that populate the evolving medium at different times. In this framework interactions are realized by cross sections, while the evolution of the medium itself is constrained by an independent description of hadronic spectra. With this procedure we are able to specify the nature of the medium and to follow the detailed time evolution of J / mesons.
It might seem natural at this stage to also incorporate the mentioned Debye screening of the interquark potential, for example by assuming complete J / dissolution above a certain temperature [17, 18] . However, it is not clear what an all-embracing description of the interaction of the J / with the medium should be. Screening arises from the interaction of the virtual gluons that bind the J / with the gluons of the environment. Such a process can also be viewed as scattering of the J / , that fluctuates into a cc pair and non-perturbative multi-gluon exchanges, off the thermalized gluons [19] . Taking into account both screening and kinetic scattering can amount to a certain degree to double counting. Disentangling these effects even qualitatively, however, is a highly nontrivial task which requires a dedicated analysis. At this stage, we can say that screening, as inferred from lattice QCD, is a purely static concept. Since J / s are not produced at rest with respect to the medium, a kinetic approach seems to be appropriate within the present context. Obviously, a more rigorous treatment of this question is required in the future.
The paper is structured in four sections. First, the initial conditions for the solution of the kinetic equation are discussed. We provide a simple extension of the parton model prescription for the pp → ccX process, scaling the open charm production cross section with the average number of collisions. At the same time charmonium production is computed treating nuclear suppression as effective Glauber absorption. We take into account the role of excited charmonium states Ј and which contribute sequentially to J / production. We will often denote charmonia generically by ⌿ as a shorthand notation.
In the following section a thorough description of the produced medium is given. This medium is assumed to thermalize and then described within a thermodynamically consistent quasiparticle picture [20] , incorporating important aspects of confinement. This approach treats quarks and gluons as massive thermal quasiparticles, with their properties determined to reproduce lattice QCD results. The driving force of the transition, the confinement/deconfinement process, is given a statistical meaning in terms of a reduction of the thermally active partonic degrees of freedom as the critical temperature is approached from above. The fireball evolution is fixed by requiring agreement with hadronic observables at freeze-out [21] . Thermodynamics is calculated along volumes of constant proper time under the assumption of total entropy conservation and using the equation of state (EOS) from lattice QCD as described by the quasi-particle model. In a self-consistent calculational procedure, we determine temperature and volume of the system as a function of proper time.
The main part of the paper is then focused on the kinetic description of charmonium evolution in the fireball. A transport equation is presented, including dissociation processes in the collision term. In the QGP, ⌿ dissociation is provided by the well known Bhanot-Peskin cross section [22, 23] . We also take into account the possibility of ⌿ regeneration in the QGP. As recently suggested by several authors [24] [25] [26] [27] , this process can potentially overwhelm dissociation, leading to ⌿ enhancement once the heavy ion collision energy is large enough. The coalescence process of cc quark pairs into ⌿ is controlled by the cross section obtained from that of dissociation using detailed balance. A simplified, approximate kinetic equation is then obtained. Its solution can be written in closed form, with time dependence entering through the evolution of fireball temperature and volume.
Finally, results for ⌿ production at SPS and RHIC are presented and a thorough discussion of theoretical uncertainties concludes the paper.
II. CHARM PRODUCTION OFF NUCLEI: INITIAL CONDITIONS

A. Open charm
The production of charmed quarks is commonly described within perturbative QCD. The perturbative approach is strictly valid only for processes involving large gluon virtualities, usually provided by high-momentum exchange or large masses. In the present case the smallest scale is that of the charm quark mass m c Ӎ 1.5 GeV, implying that perturbation theory at lowest order receives important corrections. Moreover, computations are accurate only at large enough transverse momenta p T , whereas small values of p T contribute significantly to total yields.
In the following discussion we restrict ourselves to the leading order treatment presented in [28, 29] , with suitable adjustments in order to meet phenomenology. We consider the leading processes→ cc and gg → cc. In terms of their elementary differential cross sections d i / dt, the spectrum of c quarks produced in pp collisions at rapidity y c and transverse momentum p T is d pp→c dy c dp T
where x 1,2 = ͑m T c / ͱ s͓͒exp͑±y c ͒ + exp͑±y c ͔͒ are the momentum fractions of the partons in the colliding protons and F i/p = x i f i/p . The rapidity variable is defined as usual as y =1/2 ln͓͑E + p z ͒ / ͑E − p z ͔͒. The factorization scale is taken at c = 1.4 GeV, which is of the order of the c quark mass, and a scaling factor K = 2 is used. We employ the GRV94LO [30] parton distributions f i/p and neglect the effect of intrinsic transverse parton momentum. Moreover we set in Eq. (1), where appropriate, m c = c . In this way it is possible to effectively reproduce to good accuracy the next-to-leading order computations for total (y c -and p T -integrated) charm production as given in [29] and conveniently parametrized in [27] as
where c 0 = 3.392 b and m 0 = 2.984 GeV. To estimate the spectrum of c quarks in AB collisions, the simplest approach is to scale the pp result with the overlap function
where T A,B ͑b͒ = ͐dz A,B ͑z , b͒ are the usual overlap functions, expressed in terms of longitudinal integrals over the nuclear densities A,B , and r = ͉b ជ − r ជ͉, being r ជ the transverse coordinate and b ជ the impact parameter.
On the other hand, as the collision energy increases, shadowing effects are expected to become important, reducing the total yield [31] . Another correction to be introduced is the broadening effect on the colliding partons' transverse momenta, resulting in a broader p T spectrum of produced charmed quarks. For simplicity we neglect these effects, thereby obtaining an upper limit for the c quark production cross section. The charmed quark spectrum in AB collisions is then computed as dN AB c dy c dp T 2 ͑b͒ = d pp→c dy c dp T 2 T AB ͑b͒. ͑4͒
The total number of charm quarks produced, for example, in a Au+ Au collision can be obtained by integrating the spectrum given in the latter equation. The result is shown in Fig.  1 . One observes a great difference between the values at SPS and RHIC energies, amounting to nearly two orders of magnitude. Moreover, note that
where N pp c = pp→c / pp in and N AB coll ͑b͒ = pp in T AB , being pp in the inelastic pp cross section. Since for large nuclei N AB coll ͑b =0͒ Ͼ 1000, it is clear how many more c quarks are produced in a AB collision with respect to the pp case.
B. Hidden charm
The description of charmonium production in nuclear collisions is a more complicated task as compared to open cc production. At the root of the problem lies the fact that exclusive production of composite particles in hadronic collisions is basically a nonperturbative process. Only at large transverse momenta it is possible to make robust predictions for the spectra. Nevertheless, at least at the phenomenological level, much work has been done in order to understand the physics underlying the results of several experiments. Let us examine pp collisions.
We consider first of all the total production cross section and make use of the parametrization given in [32] . Since it was obtained by fitting low-energy data ͑ ͱ s Ͻ 50 GeV͒, we modified it to simulate the high energy behavior in terms of NLO effects in the color evaporation model [33] . We parametrize
with J/ 0 = 100 nb and m J/ = 3.1 GeV. The above formula gives essentially identical results as that of [32] in the low energy region and is in line with the recent PHENIX measurement at RHIC [34] . The rapidity modulation can be inferred from the relation d / dy ϳ x 1 g͑x 1 ͒x 2 g͑x 2 ͒ where g͑x͒ ϳ͑1−x͒ 5 / x is taken to be the gluon distribution in the proton and x 1,2 = ͑m ⌿ / ͱ s͒exp͑±y͒. We can then write the transversemomentum-integrated ⌿ production spectrum in pp collisions as
where the y-dependent part is
while C͑s͒ is chosen to satisfy the normalization constraint ͐dyF͑s , y͒ = 1. The transverse momentum dependence will not be needed in the following, except for the value of ͗p T 2 ͘ which can be taken directly from experiment.
We now consider nuclear effects, starting with the simpler case of proton-nucleus ͑pA͒ collisions. It has been shown that the experimental results on J / production can be described using
for the total production cross section. The factor
is the survival probability for J / to escape the nucleus without being dissociated. It includes the effective absorption cross section J/N abs , a quantity of the order of 3 mb for midrapidity J / s as measured at E lab = 800 GeV at Fermilab, while it amounts to 4 -6 mb for midrapidity J / s as measured at E lab = 200− 400 GeV at the SPS. The absorption cross section parametrizes various poorly known effects, with varying importance depending on the collision energy. Among those effects are the presence of color nonsinglet degrees of freedom in the dynamics of colliding nucleons, initial state parton energy loss and coherence length and shadowing effects. Moreover, J/N abs contains information on the nuclear absorption of the excited states Ј and c which feed into the observed J / yield. A common property of all of the above effects is the approximate linear dependence on the length of the path which J / traverses in the nuclei. It is therefore justified, to first approximation, to use the same "optical" absorption formula Eq. (10), provided a rescaling and reinterpretation of J/N abs → J/N NUC and S A,B abs → S A,B NUC is done. When looking at J / production in AB collisions, one can estimate the cross section for a given impact parameter by generalizing Eq. (9) . The effects of the produced medium are the central topic of this paper and will be thoroughly discussed in the following sections. Neglecting them for the moment, one obtains
where all nuclear effects are included in the suppression function
which has the obvious property S AB NUC Ͻ 1 and
Since nuclear effects depend on energy, we have chosen J/N NUC ͑s 0 ͒ = 4.5 mb at the SPS energy ͱ s 0 = 17.3 GeV ͑E lab = 158 GeV͒ in order to be in agreement with the pA measurement, and assumed the relation
with = 0.12 in order to simulate nuclear effects as predicted in [14] .
III. THERMODYNAMICS OF THE PRODUCED MEDIUM
A. Quasiparticle description of the QGP and the hadronic EOS
Before we address the question of how to describe the medium produced by a nuclear collision, we need to identify its relevant degrees of freedom. On the theoretical side, information about the QCD medium comes from lattice calculations at finite temperature. Simulations of the pressure, entropy and energy density [2] show a drastic increase in the number of degrees of freedom at a critical temperature of about 170 MeV (for two massless flavors [3] ) to about 80% of the value of an ideal gas of quarks and gluons.
A perturbative description of the QGP is, however futile, since thermal perturbation theory is in general insufficient for all temperatures of interest. This is evident, for example, from calculations of the free energy of the QGP [35] or the photon self-energy in the thermal medium [36] . Furthermore, close to T c we expect intrinsically non-perturbative dynamics to enter: the confinement/deconfinement transition and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking are not accountable for in an expansion in the coupling constant. In view of these facts, we use a more phenomenological approach to QCD thermodynamics which nevertheless goes considerably beyond commonly used ideal gas models. We have shown recently that it is possible to describe the EOS of hot QCD to a very good approximation by the EOS of a gas of quasiparticles with thermally generated masses, incorporating confinement effectively by a temperature-dependent, reduced number of active degrees of freedom. This reduction is caused by the formation of heavy hadrons or glueballs, with large masses compared to T c , and accounts for the fact that the QGP does not resemble at all an ideal gas of quarks and gluons as the hadronization temperature is approached. Here we give a short summary of the method and refer the reader to [20] for a more detailed discussion.
From asymptotic freedom, we expect that at extremely high temperatures the plasma consists of quasifree quarks and gluons. Hard thermal loop (HTL) perturbative calculations find, for thermal momenta, spectral functions of the form ␦͑E 2 − k 2 − m 2 ͑T͒͒ with m͑T͒ϳgT [37] . As long as the spectral functions of the thermal excitations at lower temperatures resemble qualitatively this asymptotic form, a quasiparticle description is expected to be applicable. QCD dynamics is then incorporated in the thermal masses of the effective quarks and gluons, plus an extra function, required by thermodynamical consistency, which plays the role of the thermal vacuum energy.
The thermal excitations can then be described by a dispersion equation
where the subscript i = g, q labels gluons and quarks, respectively. The thermal masses m i ͑T͒ are obtained from the selfenergy of the corresponding particle, evaluated at thermal momenta k ϳ T. Equation (14) is valid as long as this selfenergy is only weakly momentum dependent in the relevant kinematic region. In addition, for a quasiparticle to be a meaningful concept, we require its thermal width to be small. The quasiparticle mass, for instance of gluons, is then
with the effective coupling specified as
͑16͒
N c and N f stand for the number of colors and flavors, respectively. The functional dependence of m g ͑T͒ on T is based on the conjecture that the phase transition is second order or weakly first order which suggests an almost powerlike behavior m ϳ͑T − T c ͒ ␥ with some pseudocritical exponent ␥ Ͼ 0. Setting g 0 = 9.4, ␦ =10 −6 and ␥ = 0.1, the effective mass, as given in Eq. (15), approaches the HTL result at high temperatures. The thermal quark mass is modeled similarly. Note that in contrast to previous quasiparticle models extrapolated from HTL calculations [38] , the thermal masses used here drop as T c is approached from above. Obviously for T ӷ T c the perturbative limit of m g ͑T͒ and m q ͑T͒ is recovered.
The density of the QGP takes the form
where the distribution functions for quarks and gluons are given by
being q = 12 and g = 16 the number of spin, flavor and color polarizations of quarks ͑N f =3͒ and gluons, while
is the confinement factor. In order to reproduce lattice QCD thermodynamics for two light quarks and one heavy quark, the parameters take the values C 0 = 1.16, ␦ c = 0.02 and ␥ c = 0.29. Pressure, energy density and entropy density of the QGP follow accordingly.
The driving force of the transition at T c , the confinement process, is physics that we must include phenomenologically. Below T c , the relevant degrees of freedom are pions and heavier hadrons. Approaching T c from below, deconfinement sets in and quark and gluon quasiparticles are liberated. Conversely, when approaching the phase transition from above, the number of thermally active degrees of freedom is reduced due to the onset of confinement. As T comes closer to T c , an increasing number of quasiparticles gets trapped into hadrons (or glueballs). All confinement does on a large scale is to effectively reduce the number of thermally active degrees of freedom as the temperature is lowered. This effect can be included in the quasiparticle picture by modifying the distribution functions by a temperature-dependent factor C͑T͒ as given in Eq. (19) . Its explicit form is obtained by calculating the entropy density of the QGP with masses as in Eq. (15) . Dividing the lattice entropy density by this result yields C͑T͒. Having fixed all parameters by extrapolating available lattice results to realistic zero temperature quark masses, the EOS for two light and a strange quark can be constructed for T Ͼ T c .
Below the critical temperature, we employ the EOS of a noninteracting hadronic resonance gas, including all particles up to 1.6 GeV mass. A pion chemical potential is later introduced as a mean to populate the pion phase-space occupation and reproduce the corresponding observed yield. Although this prescription is oversimplified, any improvement has no bearing on the final result of this work. A matching with the high temperature part of the EOS is achieved by smoothly switching off the hadronic degrees of freedom.
It is instructive to plot the total particle density given by Eq. (17) as a function of temperature as shown in Fig. 2 . The confinement factor C͑T͒ accounts for the release of the constituents of the hadrons as T grows. Since it does not jump abruptly to one as T c is reached, some hadronic clusters and hence nonzero hadron densities persist slightly above the critical temperature, as well as quasiparticles persist slightly below T c . We have indicated the values of particle densities at the beginning and the end of the time evolution of the fireball, as will be discussed in the next section. Comparing the numbers involved, it is obvious that the number density in the QGP is always at least an order of magnitude larger than the hadronic one (note the logarithmic scale). This has a crucial impact on ⌿ evolution in the produced medium.
B. Time evolution of the fireball
Having characterized the matter which constitutes a strongly interacting system in the thermodynamic limit, we now address the intriguing issue of how this system evolves in time after its production in a heavy-ion collision. Our main assumption is the following: the fireball reaches local thermal (though not necessarily chemical) equilibrium within a time scale of the order of 1 fm/ c. Since the evolution of charmonia in the medium involves an integration over the medium evolution, we are only interested in modeling global aspects of the expanding system. For this purpose, we describe the evolution dynamics by calculating the thermodynamic response of the hot and dense matter to the expansion of the total volume under the assumption that the system is spatially homogeneous for any given proper time . Thermodynamical variables such as pressure p and energy density ⑀ are functions of only.
We average all quantities over the fireball volume, leaving us with a spatially homogeneous system. The volume itself is taken to be cylindrically symmetric around the beam ͑z͒ axis. In order to account for collective flow, we boost individual volume elements inside the fireball volume with velocities depending on their position. As flow velocities in longitudinal direction turn out to be close to the speed of light, we have to include the effects of time dilatation. On the other hand, we can neglect the additional time dilatation caused by transverse motion, for which the velocity is typically v Ќ Ӷ v z . The thermodynamically relevant volume is then given by the collection of volume elements corresponding to the same proper time . In order to characterize the volume expansion within the given framework, we need first of all the expansion velocity in longitudinal direction as it appears in the center of mass frame. We make an ansatz for the front position of the expanding cylinder as
where a z ͑t͒ = c z p͑t͒ / ⑀͑t͒ is the longitudinal acceleration and c z is a parameter. This ansatz incorporates the only pressure gradient left in the system after we have carried out the spatial averaging procedure, i.e., the pressure difference between medium and vacuum. One should not be confused at this point by the dependence of a z , p and ⑀ on the global time t. The time t specifies only the fireball front and it is later on expressed as function of after having fixed z͑t͒. The time t starts running at t 0 such that z 0 = v z 0 t 0 is the initial longitudinal extension, v z 0 being the initial longitudinal expansion velocity. The longitudinal position z͑t͒ and t itself define a proper time curve = ͱt 2 − z 2 ͑t͒. Solving for t= t͑͒ one can construct z͑͒ = z͑t͒. Then the position of the fireball front z͑t͒ in the center of mass frame is translated into the longitudinal extension L͑͒ of the cylinder on the curve of constant proper time . One obtains
At the same proper time we define the transverse flow velocity and construct the transverse extension of the cylinder as a disk of radius
where R 0 is the initial overlap root mean square radius of the two colliding nuclei, a Ќ ͑͒ = c Ќ p͑͒ / ⑀͑͒ is the transverse acceleration and c Ќ is a parameter. With values of L and R obtained at a given proper time, the 3-dimensional volume is parametrized as
where the factor 2 arises from the relation R Box = ͱ 2R rms between the radius of a sharp cylinder and its root mean square value. The model is in principle fully constrained by fitting four parameters: the initial longitudinal velocity v z 0 , the two constants c z , c Ќ in a z , a Ќ and the freeze-out proper time f . These are determined requiring
where R f , v Ќ f , v z f and T f are extracted from an appropriate set of experimental data. In practice this is achieved only at SPS energy for central Pb+ Pb collisions, where the freeze-out analysis [39] allows a complete determination. We then assume entropy conservation during the expansion phase, fixing the entropy per baryon s 0 from the number of produced particles per unit rapidity. Calculating the number of participant baryons as
where pp in =30 mb at ͱ s = 17.3 GeV (SPS) and pp in =42 mb at ͱ s = 200 GeV (RHIC), and scaling the entropy with the calculated number of participants, we find S 0 = s 0 N p , the total entropy. The entropy density at a given proper time is then determined by s͑͒ = S 0 / V͑͒. Using the EOS given by the quasiparticle approach, thereby providing constraints from lattice QCD, we find T͑s͑͒͒ and also p͑͒ and ⑀͑͒. The set of equations (20)- (23) is then solved iteratively, keeping the entropy constant. Finally we arrive at a thermodynamically self-consistent model for the fireball which is, by construction, able to reproduce the hadronic momentum spectra at freeze-out. Since the model describes an evolution through a series of completely equilibrated, spatially homogeneous states (and neglects the the fact that a finite time is necessary for the matter to adjust to an expanding volume), thermodynamical relations ensure that no conservation laws are violated: The total energy of the system at any can be found by considering the work done in expanding the volume plus a volume integral over the energy density. This framework was shown to be a key ingredient for a successful description of the low-and intermediate-mass dilepton yields in SPS collisions (see [21] where the model is also described in more detail).
While the fireball evolution is fully constrained by data for central collisions at SPS, an extension towards different impact parameters and higher beam energies is not on the same firm ground. Unfortunately, no detailed freeze-out analysis has been done so far for different centralities, even at SPS. One has to rely on sensible assumptions in order to construct the fireball evolution.
Concerning the impact parameter dependence, from geometric considerations one can compute the overlap area and convert it, for simplicity, to a disk, while maintaining cylindrical symmetry but ignoring all effects of elliptic flow. This approximation should still be valid for not too large impact parameters. Note that the model is not applicable for very peripheral events, since the assumption of thermalization ceases to be valid. We then make the following two assumptions: first, the initial velocity v z 0 of the fireball front is an important quantity which must change for more peripheral collisions. We consider the empirical fact that in pp collisions leading particles loose on average about one unit of rapidity. This is the limit we expect for very peripheral collisions. In order to account for this effect, we assume that the rapidity loss from incoming nuclei to the bulk of the produced matter scales with the number of binary collisions per participant (ϳ2.7 for central AB collisions, 1 for pp) and interpolate linearly the value of v z 0 between these limits. Second, we assume that the freeze-out temperature T f remains unchanged for different impact parameters. Since the total entropy scales with the number of participants N p , all parameters are fixed and the fireball evolution can be generalized to noncentral collisions.
The extension of the model to higher beam energies poses a more difficult task. The main reason lies in the transition from a baryon-rich to a baryon-poor scenario. While such an analysis is certainly possible with the amount of data collected by RHIC so far, it is a difficult task and has not yet been carried out. For the time being, we aim at a qualitative description and refrain from giving detailed predictions. Assuming that the entropy per participant scales with the total multiplicity, we can calculate the initial entropy S 0 . In order to account for the decreasing baryon density inside the fireball, we assume a rise in the freeze-out temperature from 100 to 130 MeV when going from SPS to RHIC energy. Similarly, we change the EOS in the hadronic part to incorporate the decreasing pion chemical potential with increasing energy (for a more detailed discussion, see [21] ). The thermalization time decreases from 1 fm/ c at SPS to 0.6 fm/ c at RHIC. From dN / dy particle distributions we extract the rapidity extent of hadron spectra to be of 5.5 units, allowing v z f to be extracted. Moreover, experimental results indicate that transverse flow and the geometrical freeze-out radius are virtually unchanged from SPS to RHIC energies [40] , so we keep these two parameters unchanged from the SPS case. Finally we adjust v z 0 consistently with the assumed freeze-out temperature.
The model parameters are eventually determined with the self-consistent procedure described above. Relevant values of parameters for central collisions at SPS and RHIC are reported in Table I . One notices the significant QGP lifetime of about 8 fm, almost half of the total lifetime of the fireball. Temperature T profiles as function of proper time for collisions at different impact parameters at SPS and RHIC energies are plotted in Fig. 3 . Note the delayed cooling occurring at the transition temperature T c = 170 MeV. This is due to the softening of the EOS, influencing the volume, and therefore temperature, expansion pattern via the acceleration a͑͒ ϰ p͑͒ / ⑀͑͒ in Eqs. (20) and (22) . The presence of a longitudinal acceleration term also leads to interesting consequences. The smaller initial rapidity distribution of matter implies a larger initial energy density and hence a higher temperature of the fireball as compared to the Bjorken estimate for these quantities.
Particle densities at the corresponding initial temperatures for central collisions at SPS and RHIC are indicated in Fig. 2 in the previous section.
IV. CHARMONIUM EVOLUTION IN THE EXPANDING MATTER
A. Interaction of ⌿ with the produced medium
After having discussed the initial conditions for open and hidden charm production in AB collisions and the physics of the expanding medium, we now come to the central issue of the paper and examine the interaction between charmonium and the produced medium. Because of the relatively small value of the J / formation time
in the following we will assume that J / s are fully formed hadrons by the time the thermalized medium is produced, and they will subsequently interact with its degrees of freedom. Since the medium itself consists of a QGP for a significantly long time, we begin discussing how J / interacts with quark and gluon quasiparticles. As mentioned in the Introduction, we neglect the possibility of static Debye screening, thereby focusing our analysis on the collisions of ⌿ with the QGP degrees of freedom. We argue that a proper treatment of screening and collisions (together, in order to avoid double counting) is a complex dynamical problem involving an unknown time-scale for the modification of the cc binding potential. We therefore refrain from speculating on this issue, which deserves a separate study, and simply assume that ⌿s produced by the initial hard processes will propagate and collide with the QGP constituents.
It is clear that collisions of ⌿ with either quarks or gluons will lead to dissociation of the bound state. One expects that the two processes illustrated in Fig. 4 contribute to ⌿ dissociation in leading order. On the other hand, a quark can interact only via gluon exchange. Within the quasiparticle model, the process labeled (b) in the figure is effectively already included in the definition of the temperature dependent gluon mass. Computing both contributions would lead to an erroneous double counting. In other words, ⌿s only see gluonic quasiparticles in the plasma.
As an exception, processes such as ⌿c → gc and ⌿c → gc could be important. For example, the first one can proceed by dissociating ⌿ → cc and annihilating the c with an incoming c to form a gluon. Nevertheless such processes can be neglected when compared to gluon dissociation due to the much larger density of the gluons themselves.
We concentrate now on the process (a) in Fig. 4 for the reaction ⌿͑p͒ + g͑k͒ → c͑q 1 ͒ + c͑q 2 ͒, and label momenta as indicated in parentheses. We then come to the problem of computing cross sections involving a relativistic bound state. In the present case one can argue that the cc system is, to first approximation, nonrelativistic, greatly simplifying the treatment. Moreover, as was done originally by Bhanot and Peskin [22, 23] one can argue that the lowest-lying quarkonium levels can be approximately described using the Coulomb part of the potential. Then, with operator product expansion methods or more recent non-relativistic factorization techniques [41] , it is possible to obtain an analytic expression for the cross section. For the case of J / the result is
where
The cross section is a function of the gluon energy in the J / rest frame and involves the threshold energy ⑀ J/ , related to the binding energy ⑀ J/ 0 by the condition ͑p + k͒ 2 ജ 4m c 2 , implying that ⑀ J/ = ⑀ J/ 0 + ͑⑀ J/ 0 ͒ 2 / ͑2m J/ ͒. The binding energy is taken to be ⑀ J/ 0 = 800 MeV and the charm quark mass m c = 1.95 GeV as in [23] , to fit the masses of first two charmonium levels (m J/ = 3.1 GeV and m Ј = 3.7 GeV). In an analogous fashion, it is possible to compute the cross section for Ј dissociation by gluons. Given the binding energy ⑀ Ј 0 = ⑀ J/ 0 /4 (for a Coulombic system), and the cross section is
.
͑28͒
Recently also the dissociation cross section for c states was computed [42] . With a mass m c = 3.5 GeV and a binding energy ⑀ c = 400 MeV one obtains
͑29͒
The cross sections calculated with Eqs. (27)- (29) are not necessarily reliable since the Coulomb potential approximation is used without justification. This problem is serious especially for the Ј and c states, which have much too large dissociation cross sections. Although the inclusion of higher states is in principle necessary in order to have a reliable description of the dissociation process, since Ј and c constitute about 40% of the final J / yield, it is not possible at this stage to pursue further this approach. A way out could be to compute these cross section using a realistic potential for the cc system, but then questions arise for a rigorous separation of perturbative and nonperturbative contributions and such a study falls beyond the scope of the present treatment. Within the adopted framework we choose to rescale the Ј and c cross sections by a multiplicative factor such that the obtained J / suppression pattern at SPS energies is in agreement with experiment. The required value is = 0.2 and the resulting cross sections are plotted in Fig. 5 . One notices the great difference in magnitude between the J / case as compared to Ј and c , even after rescaling. We want to stress the fact that the value = 0.2 is not necessarily large. In fact cross sections are proportional to the square of a matrix element. In the present case, since a gluon is a vector particle, the matrix element consists in a derivative of the ⌿ wave function in momentum space. A realistic confining potential would squeeze the spatial wave function more than the Coulomb potential does. In momen- tum space the wave function would then be more extended and flatter, resulting in a much lower cross section. Within the adopted framework we denote with ⌿g→cc ͑s͒ the ⌿g dissociation cross section, the dependent variable being the center of mass energy s, related to the gluon energy in the ⌿ rest frame as = k p / m ⌿ = ͑s − p 2 − k 2 ͒ / ͑2m ⌿ ͒. We now consider the possibility of cc coalescence in the QGP, a manner for production of ⌿ which has been recently considered by several authors. Processes such as gc → ⌿c and gc → ⌿c could in principle also contribute, due to the large number of gluons available. On the other hand they require the creation of a cc pair from the vacuum and are therefore suppressed. In our formulation we then take into account only the fusion process. We do this by means of a cross section, applying detailed balance to the reaction ⌿g ↔ cc, and use the cross section calculated above for ⌿ dissociation by gluons. Choosing the zero momentum frame, flux factors are identical for the direct and reverse processes and simple kinematics guarantees that the relation cc→⌿g ͑s͒ = ⌿g→cc ͑s͒ 4 3
holds. The factor 4 / 3 arises from counting the number of degrees of freedom (spin and color factors) in the two different channels. For the ⌿g system they are ͑1 ϫ 3͒ ϫ ͑8 ϫ 2͒ = 48, while for the cc system ͑3 ϫ 2͒ ϫ ͑3 ϫ 2͒ = 36. Since s =2m c ͑E c + m c ͒ for the cc system, one can express Eq. (30) as function of the c quark momentum p lab in the rest frame of the c. The result for cc→⌿g is given in Fig. 6 , where the formation cross sections for J / , Ј and c are shown. Coming now to the case of hadronic dissociation, we recall that many approaches have been developed in the literature to compute mesonic dissociation cross sections of ⌿. The first calculations were presented in [43] . Subsequently, more sophisticated treatments were developed (see [44] as an example). The resulting thermally averaged cross section amounts to a few mb for the process ⌿ → DD , but computations considered to be a particle with infinite lifetime, neglecting its broad spectral function. Accounting for this should considerably reduce the value of the calculated cross section. Significantly smaller values are obtained for ⌿ → DD . Despite the efforts applied to perform the mentioned calculations, a realistic time evolution of the fireball was never employed to obtain results comparable with experimental data. We stress that a proper and independent description of the produced medium is crucial if one wants to make use of charmonia as probes of dense matter. In our approach the medium evolution is constrained by the freeze-out analysis, leaving no room for adjustments. According to the calculation of the particle density as function of temperature, plotted in Fig. 2 in the previous section, we see that particle densities in the hadronic phase are almost two orders of magnitude lower than in the QGP phase. Note the logarithmic vertical scale. Unless one employs exceptionally large cross sections, it seems unlikely that hadronic dissociation can be at all relevant. A way out was proposed in [45] , where it was argued that the QCD analogue of the Mott transition in an electron plasma may produce an onset behavior in thermally averaged cross section when the Mott temperature T Mott ϳ T c is reached. However, this framework has not yet been constrained by lattice EOS results. Given the inherent uncertainties and the above remarks on the smallness of particle densities in the hadronic phase, we will not consider the possibility of hadronic dissociation of ⌿.
B. Kinetic description of dissociation and formation
After having discussed and characterized the medium produced in a heavy-ion collision and specified how charmonium interacts by collisions with its constituents, we are ready to address the problem of how produced charmonia evolve and propagate through the medium until their final experimental observation. The natural framework in which to study the time evolution of ⌿ is that of kinetic theory. We use a semiclassical treatment, setting up a relativistic kinetic equation for the ⌿ phase-space distribution. The general problem of kinetic evolution of bound states in a strongly interacting medium was studied recently [46] . Here we make use of those results, adapting the treatment to our needs. We then assume that the kinetic equation describing the time evolution of the phase-space density f ⌿ of ⌿ is
consisting of the drift term p ‫ץ‬ f ⌿ on the left-hand side (LHS) and of a collision term on the RHS. The collision term is made of a dissociation (loss) part
describing ⌿ dissociation by quasiparticle gluons, studied in [47, 48] to address the problem of charmonium suppression, and a formation (gain) part 
C F
⌿ ͑p,x͒ = 1 2
describing ⌿ formation by cc fusion, introduced in a simplified manner in [25] . We stress here that Eq. (31) stands actually for 3 equations, for J / , Ј and c . In the equations above f c , f c and f g are the phase-space distributions of the degrees of freedom participating in the collisions. Note that effects of Bose enhancement for gluons and Pauli blocking for c and c quarks are negligible. The space-time 4-vector is denoted by x, while kinematics is the same as in the previous section, that is p is the 4-momentum of ⌿, k is that of the gluon, while q 1 and q 2 are those of the c and c quarks. The Lorentz invariant 3-body the phasespace integration measure is
All particles are assumed to be on their mass shells. The transition probabilities W are averaged over the initial color and spin polarizations and summed over the final ones. Without the bar W indicates a transition probability already summed over both initial and final polarizations. Therefore 
They are related to the cross sections discussed in the previous section, which can be expressed as
͑36͒
for dissociation and
for formation. Here the 2-body phase-space integration measure is
while the flux factors are
In the nonrelativistic approximation used in [41] , the transition probabilities depend only on the center of mass energy s. This allows to relate them to the cross sections as ab→cd ͑s͒ = 1 16s
It is then trivial to see that Eqs. Concerning the definitions of the phase-space distribution of gluons, we adopt the expression given in Eq. (18) of Sec. III A. The time evolution of the gluon distribution is all contained in the proper time dependence of the temperature. For c quarks, as they are produced in the hard initial collision, we take their spectrum to be given by Eq. (4). We assume that they do not interact significantly with the medium, approximately moving on straight lines according to the free streaming equation
The initial spatial distribution is assumed to be very narrow.
Introducing for convenience the space-time rapidity variable =1/2 ln͓͑t + z͒ / ͑t − z͔͒, we define the phase-space density of charm quarks as
and analogously for c quarks. The step function is introduced to account for the fact that below T c c and c quarks have hadronized into D mesons and are no more available to coalesce into ⌿. For simplicity in later numerical computations, the transverse position density is taken as a box of the same radius of the fireball as
The ␦-function, arising from the assumption that c quarks are produced in a very narrow longitudinal region, strongly correlates y c and . This is a strong constraint on cc coalescence and we will discuss its implications later on. All the dynamics is now well defined since we have specified the distributions of the medium constituents and those of the bound state constituents, together with the transition probabilities W ⌿g↔cc . The kinetic equation can be solved exactly in closed form [46] . However, the medium evolution has been constructed by averaging over the whole interaction volume. It is therefore not possible to exploit the full phasespace information contained in Eq. (31). We therefore simplify the kinetic equation as follows.
We recall that the ⌿ momentum spectrum at a given constant proper time can be computed from the phase-space distribution f ⌿ by means of the Cooper-Frye formula [49] . Integrating out also the transverse momenta, we obtain the ⌿ rapidity distribution
͑43͒
If we now reexpress the operator p ‫ץ‬ appearing in Eq. (31) by means of the variables y and , we obtain
͑44͒
It is now simple to see that differentiating with respect to the ⌿ spectrum given with Eq. (43) is equivalent to integrating the LHS of Eq. (31) in all phase-space variables except y. More precisely, we obtain ‫ץ‬ ‫ץ‬
2 r Ќ dp ‫ץ‬ f ⌿ ͑p,x͒.
͑45͒
Integrating the RHS of Eq. (31) is a bit more complicated. We first discuss the dissociation term and make use of its definition in Eq. (32) and of the definition of dissociation cross section given in Eq. (36) to write
If we now integrate C D ⌿ over all phase-space variables except y we obtain
where the dissociation rate is defined as
͑48͒
To obtain our result we have made certain approximations. First of all we have suppressed the argument x in f g since it is redundant, the medium being uniform, and replaced it with the time dependent temperature. The first step to arrive at Eq. (47) is obtained approximating the p Ќ dependence of V ⌿g = F ⌿g ͑s͒ / E ⌿ E k and D with its mean value. We neglect for simplicity the dependence of the mean value on centrality and choose ͗p Ќ ͘ = 2.0 GeV, whose magnitude is in the range of experimental measurements, for all calculations. Our results are not very sensitive to the precise value of ͗p Ќ ͘, especially after folding them with the fireball time evolution.
In the second step we assumed that f ⌿ is peaked around values of y close to , as for the c quark distribution in Eq.
(41), and set y = 0 which is the relevant value for later comparing our final results with experiment. The dissociation rate, after converting it to a dissociation width by changing dimensions from fm −1 to MeV, is plotted in Fig. 7 . There the temperature dependence for J / , Ј and c is shown. One notices that the J / width is smaller than the one of c for temperatures below ϳ300 MeV. J / becomes broader at higher temperatures, while the c width stays virtually constant. Notice that the effect on Ј is negligible. The different behaviors are related to the different forms and thresholds of the dissociation cross sections, as illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Considering now the formation term on the RHS of Eq. (31), we integrate C F ⌿ in the same way as for C D ⌿ over the phase-space variables and define the formation rate
͑49͒
Its detailed evaluation proceeds without approximations but goes through several steps. We leave all details in the Appendix and here report the final result which is
where K is a dimensionless quantity given in Eq. (A6), while S c ͑y , q Ќ ͒ is the c quark spectrum as given in Eq. (4). The resulting formation rate F 0 = F ⌿ ͑ 0 ͒ is plotted for J / , Ј and c in Fig. 8 at the initial evolution time, as function of the collision energy. The values increase by more than three orders of magnitude from SPS to RHIC central collisions, thereby suggesting that the mechanism of ⌿ formation by cc coalescence might be important at high energies.
With all the simplifications mentioned before, we have managed to reduce Eq. (31) to a simple first order differential equation for the rapidity distribution of ⌿ as function of proper time. In fact, putting together Eqs. (45), (47) , and (49) we obtain that ‫ץ‬ ‫ץ‬
whose solution, valid at y = 0, is obtained with few elementary steps and provides the final ⌿ rapidity distribution at y =0 as 
͑52͒
Again, the solution found holds for the different charmonia J / , Ј and c . The initial condition dN ⌿ 0 / dy is given by Eq. (11) and the rates D ⌿ and F ⌿ are given respectively by Eqs. (48) and (50) . Note that they are implicitly dependent on impact parameter and collision energy. The structure of this solution is self-evident. The first term describes the dissociation of ⌿s initially produced in the hard collision, with the usual exponential suppression acting at all times from 0 to f , while the second term describes formation of ⌿s from cc in the QGP, from the initial time 0 up to an intermediate value Ј and their subsequent suppression from Ј to f , integrated over all values of Ј. This last term may become important as soon as the number of charmed quarks is large enough. This is expected to be the case in AB reactions as the collision energy increases, since the c quark spectrum is proportional to the mean number of nucleon-nucleon collision N coll Ͼ 1000 for large nuclei, and because the magnitude of the spectrum grows by nearly two orders of magnitude from, say, SPS to RHIC energy, as shown in Fig. 1 .
As a final remark we stress that leaving the y-integration open is important since we are interested in computing the value of the final ⌿ rapidity distribution at midrapidity, and not the whole yield, for which experimental results are available and with which we want to confront our model.
C. Results
Using the elements of the calculation as discussed in the previous sections, we can now compute the time dependence of dissociation and formation rates. The dissociation rate depends on the fireball temperature which, in turn, depends on time. How T depends in detail on was evaluated for different impact parameters and collision energies in Sec. III B. For central collisions at SPS energies (for RHIC conditions the result is qualitatively similar), the dissociation rates D ⌿ , defined in Eq. (48) are plotted against in Fig. 9 (top) . For J / it drops fast, initially approximately as 1 / , for c the rate drops more slowly, while for Ј it is maximum at hadronization. The integrated rates, denoted by ⌳ D ⌿ , constitute the exponents of the suppression factors in Eq. (52) . They are also plotted in Fig. 9 (bottom). All curves level off after hadronization in a similar way and the final value for c dominates the others.
Analogously, we computed the formation rates F ⌿ , defined in Eq. (50), which depend on time via the factor 1 / and a factor 1 / R 2 ͑͒, contained in the quantity K given with Eq. (A6). It turns out that the coalescence mechanism is ineffective at SPS energies, therefore we plot the formation rate against time, for central RHIC collisions, in Fig. 10  (top) . For all charmonia the formation rates drop faster with increasing than the dissociation rates. They are negligible well before hadronization occurs. The integrated formation rate is folded with the exponential suppression factor and computed as in the second term on the RHS of Eq. (52), denoting it by ⌳ F ⌿ . The result is plotted also in Fig. 10 (bottom). Obviously all curves level off before hadronization, showing a dominance of cc coalescence into J / rather than in Ј or c . Noteworthy is the tendency of the ⌳ F ⌿ s to decrease once again at later times, when the F ⌿ s are by then small and dissociation tends to take over. This behavior is more pronounced for c , for which dissociation is still strong in the vicinity of hadronization. Dissociation and formation rates are then combined together according to Eq. (52) to give the observed ⌿ rapidity distribution. As the fireball evolution is constructed for different impact parameters and collision energies, we compute the corresponding rapidity distribution at y =0.
Since we are interested for the final J / yield, we need to take into account decays into the charmonium ground state of Ј and c . Experimentally is has been observed that measured J / s come in a fraction of 60% from direct production, while a fraction of 10% comes from Ј decays and a fraction of 30% is from c . Denoting these fractions as W J/ = 0.6, w Ј = 0.1 and w c = 0.3, we can write the final J / rapidity distribution as
where the sum extends over ⌿ = J / , Ј, c . Approximating the weighted exponential for suppression of the initially produced J / s, implicit in Eq. (53) and appearing in Eq. (52), as
which is correct to leading order in the expansion of the exponential, we obtain the final form of the J / rapidity distribution which can be compared with experimental data. The required expression is
͑55͒
We now look at the case of Pb+ Pb collision at ͱ s = 17.4 GeV and compute the J / spectrum as function of the impact parameter b. Then we construct the J / / DY ratio
where we assume that the Drell-Yan spectrum in Pb+ Pb collisions scales with the number of collisions N coll . The coefficient B + − is the branching of J / into + − pairs. The overall normalization is fixed at N 0 = 53.5 to match, at large values of b, the experimental value in pp collisions. The J / / DY ratio is then plotted in Fig. 11 (solid line) as a function of the mean transverse energy
The quantity ⑀ T = 0.274 is the amount of produced transverse energy per participant. As a reference, we also plot the curve obtained by considering only nuclear effects (dotted line) and neglecting the contribution of the produced medium. The agreement with data is quite remarkable, in particular the slope of the curve, considering that fireball parameters have not at all been tuned to this particular observable. The result as such deserves some detailed comments. First of all, for simplicity we do not perform the usual convolution with the E T − b correlation function [16] , therefore it is obvious that the curves end at E T Ӎ 110 GeV, which corresponds to the mean transverse energy at b = 0. To go beyond this point and be in agreement with the data it is necessary to include effects of fluctuations, which can be treated in a straightforward manner [50] . Second, we find that the formation mechanism of J / by cc coalescence is totally negligible at this energy, while suppression is caused exclusively by collisions with gluonic quasiparticles. Third, hadronic dissociation of J / seems to be ruled out, not because cross sections are small, rather because the hadronic number density is more than an order of magnitude lower than the partonic one, and only a fraction of a fm −3 already at hadronization. All this was clearly shown in Fig. 2 . This last statement relies on the fact that the time evolution of the fireball is not constructed ad hoc in order to obtain the desired result, but a priori and with independent experimental information (hadronic and low-mass dilepton spectra). Last, the low E T region is over-estimated in our result. This is mainly due to the too simple scaling with the number of participants, neglecting the fact that for central collisions the amount of produced transverse energy receives a contribution from the mean number of collisions. In any case, the fireball description is not expected to be valid at large impact parameters.
As we now increase the collision energy, staying at impact parameter b = 0, we observe an interesting feature. Since the amount of charmed quarks grows substantially with increasing energy, as was indicated in Fig. 1 , we expect that the formation of J / s via cc coalescence can become important and at least comparable to the primordial one. To study this we construct the suppression function
and look at its dependence on s. Note that in absence of nuclear or medium effects one should have S J/ ϵ 1. Indications of the onset of the formation mechanism clearly appear from our calculations, which we plot in Fig. 12 . The thin solid line labeled "NUC" represents the suppression function when only nuclear effects are included. According to Eq. We now proceed to examine central collisions at RHIC energy. In order to compare with preliminary data from the PHENIX experiment [34] , obtained at midrapidity from ⌿ decays into e + e − pairs, we construct the quantity
and plot it in Fig. 13 as a function of the number of participants. The quantity B e + e − is the branching of J / into e + e − pairs, while the overall normalization is fixed at N J/ * ͑N p =0͒ = 0.15. We label all curves consistently with Fig. 12 . Although a comparison with the data is, at present, premature, we see that our results lie within experimental errors. Again, the contribution from cc coalescence into J / is significant, although not dramatic. All the obtained curves are monotonically decreasing and we do not find any inversion of this tendency at any large value of N p . In other words, we do not find a net enhancement of J / , but this result needs to be confirmed by more accurate calculations. The reasons are twofold: first, although we have a rough picture of what medium to expect at RHIC, the corresponding fireball is presently not yet determined at the same level of quality as with existing SPS data. Second, shadowing effects for J / production have been taken into account only very crudely. For open charm production also recent calculations [31] show a non-negligible amount of shadowing. Indeed, the expectation at RHIC energy is a reduction of dN AB c / dy by about 30% at midrapidity. The resulting reduction factor of 0.7 enters squared in the formation rate given on the right of Eq. (50), therefore reducing by about half the enhancement effect.
D. Remarks on the QGP at SPS
Consider once again the solution of the kinetic equation given as Eq. (52) and neglect the formation term. Taking the time evolution of the medium density in the simple form n͑͒ = n 0 0 / and assuming that the average dissociation cross section is time independent (denoted by D ), we obtain the simple analytical solution
where n f = n͑ f ͒. We examine the exponential suppression factor for parameter values corresponding to the situation in central collisions at the SPS. We assume that the produced QGP is thermalized so that the gluon density is given, in the ideal gas limit, by
The final density is fixed by Eq. (61) at the critical temperature T c = 170 MeV, yielding n f = 1.25 fm −3 . Taking D = 1 mb and 0 = 1 fm, consistently with what has been computed earlier in the previous sections, one needs n 0 =5 fm −3 in order to have a suppression factor of about 0.5, which is precisely the amount of anomalous suppression required by the NA50 data at large E T . Note that the initial density required in this scenario corresponds to T 0 = 270 MeV.
We now compare the above estimate with the results given by a popular model [51] , describing J / suppression by means of collisions with comovers, usually considered to belong to the class of "hadronic models." Its essential element is the suppression function S͑b ជ ,r ជ͒ = exp͓− co N y co ͑b ជ ,r ជ͒ln"N y co ͑b ជ ,r ជ͒/N f …͔, ͑62͒
where co = 1 mb represents the interaction with comovers, N y co ͑b ជ , s ជ͒ is the 2-dimensional rapidity density of hadrons as function of the transverse coordinate r ជ for a given impact parameter b ជ , computed in the dual parton model [52] , and N f = 1.15 fm −2 . Averaging S by means of the "production probability" T A T B and neglecting nuclear effects, we obtain ͗S͑͘b ជ ͒ Ϸ exp͓− co N y ͑b͒ln"N y ͑b͒/N f …͔, ͑63͒
where the average rapidity density of comovers is computed as .
͑64͒
If we now identify D = co , n 0 0 = N y ͑b = 0͒ and n f 0 = N f , ͑65͒
we immediately recover the suppression factor in Eq. (60).
Computing numerically Eq. (64) at b = 0, we obtain N y =6 fm −2 , which should be compared with the product n 0 0 =5 fm −2 . The numerical agreement is quite striking. To show that this is not a mere coincidence, we can compare the final values for the densities. Numerically this means to confront N f = 1.15 fm −2 with n f 0 = 1.25 fm −2 determined above: again, a remarkable agreement. It is clear that the initial density of "hadrons" as computed with the dual parton model is far too high for the medium to be "hadronic," and the particle density N f is not to be understood as the freeze-out value but rather to be taken at hadronization. It is therefore suggestive to interpret the comover model as actually describing anomalous J / suppression by the QGP.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated J / production from an expanding fireball created in relativistic heavy-ion collisions over a wide range of centralities and beam energies, from SPS at ͱ s = 17.3 GeV ͑E lab = 158 GeV͒ to RHIC at ͱ s = 200 GeV. In this summary we review our basic assumptions put them into perspective.
The produced medium was described assuming QGP formation and thermalization. A phenomenological quasiparticle model for quarks and gluons, in accordance with lattice QCD thermodynamics, was applied to model the partonic phase. This provided a realistic EOS which we then used to drive the expansion dynamics of the medium by means of a fireball model, characterized by time dependent temperature and volume. This construction had already been proven successful in describing low mass dilepton spectra at SPS. We want to stress again that the setup of this fireball (initial and freeze-out temperature, density, etc.) had been fixed by independent observables and ensures consistency with a multitude of hadronic measurements. In contrast to previous approaches, we have therefore largely eliminated the medium evolution as an adjustable parameter in the J / description. Nevertheless, this framework is still simplified and is probably insufficient to account for phase-space correlations of the medium, which have been averaged out. In a future attempt to study rapidity and p Ќ -dependent properties of J / , this is a problem to be taken into account.
We then set up a kinetic equation with a collision term incorporating both gain and loss terms. These stand for ⌿ formation due to coalescence of cc quark pairs and ⌿ dissociation due to collisions with gluon quasiparticles, respectively. The elementary process ⌿g → cc was modeled by a simplified dissociation cross section, approximating ⌿ as a Coulomb bound state. The corresponding back reaction cc → ⌿g could then be obtained by detailed balance. Here a few important remarks are necessary. First of all, a crucial ingredient for the construction of the solution of the kinetic equation is a reliable initial condition. In the present work we have simplified this aspect in order to focus on the QGP effects, but it is possible to improve on this point, especially in what concerns the description of nuclear effects, both for open and for hidden charm. New data collected at RHIC in recent deuteron+ Au collisions will certainly help constraining the model dependence of such calculations. Second, the description of medium effects on ⌿ was developed neglecting screening of the cc potential. This is an assumption which should be checked by a comprehensive study of the ⌿ self-energy in a QGP, including, at the same time, screening and collision processes. Third, the use of the Coulomb part of the potential to describe cc bound states is only a rough approximation. In fact, cross sections involving Ј and c had to be rescaled in order to achieve agreement with the data. A proper description of bound states with a realistic potential, including a confining and possibly screened part, is then necessary. Despite such simplifications, the description as a whole seems to be coherent and provides a framework for future developments.
With proper averaging of the kinetic equation over the spatial extent of the fireball, we then found a simple solution, which allowed direct comparison with experiment. At SPS energy we were able to describe the suppression effect in the data, without the need to invoke hadronic comovers. These results support the hypothesis that the QGP is actually produced, at a transient stage, in Pb+ Pb collisions at ͱ s = 17.3 GeV. It is important to note that, within our outlined approach, a purely hadronic framework would not be successful in describing existing data. Moreover, since the hadronic phase exists only at moderately low particle densities, it has no bearing on ⌿ evolution. We also considered extrapolations up to RHIC energies where, despite the more extreme conditions as compared to SPS, a sizable fraction of primordial J / s still survives. Although a clear trend towards more copious J / production in by cc coalescence was found, no net J / enhancement was present in the end. This result needs to be confirmed by a dedicated study of space-time and momentum − y c rapidity correlations for charm quarks, since they have a non-negligible effect on the final results.
